13 of Marina's Men Still Missing—May Include Americans

Reported that 300 Kilometers... of the United States were awarded the British Frigate... background to Geman Dumont—Survivors Die... survived all the missing. The bodies of the seven missing men were later recovered. The bodies were identified as those of the seven missing men. The bodies were later recovered. The bodies were identified as those of the seven missing men.

German Officials Promise Dissuasion

If fledged regarding Dumas's... that the matter will be made to stand. The German Government has promised to stand by the instructions of the American Government.

French Attacks Fail, Says Berlin

Berlin, via wireless to Haymarket, Oct. 13—The German Government has promised to stand by the instructions of the American Government.

FRANCE PROVIDES AGAINST THE DANGERS OF STIFLING

Paris, Oct. 13—The council of state... to the subject. A draft was devised providing for the establishment of the national defense. The draft was submitted to the national defense. The draft was submitted to the national defense. The draft was submitted to the national defense.

The war is a result of the war... and the cost of living.

Villistas Reported Moving on Pauca

El Paso, Texas, Oct. 13—The American and Mexican border is bristling with danger. The Villistas, led by Pancho Villa, are reported to be moving on Pauca, a border town. The Villistas, led by Pancho Villa, are reported to be moving on Pauca, a border town. The Villistas, led by Pancho Villa, are reported to be moving on Pauca, a border town.

COAL PRICES SOARING—RESULT OF PROSPERITY

New York, Oct. 13—The coal... the cost of living.

WHERE THEY'LL RECEIVE RETURNS

One work from today, the returns of the country... are released. The various candidates are making their final preparations for the election. The candidates are making their final preparations for the election. The candidates are making their final preparations for the election.

RECENT FORTUNE DISCOVERED

Rocky Mountains, Oct. 13—The recent fortune discovered in the Rocky Mountains... are released. The recent fortune discovered in the Rocky Mountains... are released. The recent fortune discovered in the Rocky Mountains... are released.

CAMPAIN DRIVE ON IN THREE POVAL STATES

President Wilson—Leaders tonight for Buffalo, where he... the campaign will be continued. The campaign will be continued. The campaign will be continued.

CARP NOMINATED FOR ELECTION BOARD

Greenfield Resident to Succeed... to succeed in office. Greenfield Resident was nominated to succeed in office. Greenfield Resident was nominated to succeed in office. Greenfield Resident was nominated to succeed in office.

GEORGE C. ROBERTS KILLED BY TRAIN

Well-known Employe at... was killed by a train. Well-known Employe at Buffalo was killed by a train. Well-known Employe at Buffalo was killed by a train.